INTRODUCTION
Abstract data types are a uniform, powerful tooi for formai spécifications. The meaning of such types is generally explained by particular models such as initial or terminal ones, or by the class of all possible models, which may be described by sets of congruences on the term algebra {cf. Wirsing, Broy [34] , Broy et al. [13] ).
Of course it would be of interest to use the tooi of abstract types to specify the semantics of recursive functions being part of functional programming languages thus considering programs as abstract objects of such a type. Unfortunately in the framework of "equationally definable classes" the termination problem of partial recursive functions can not be specified "sufficiently complete", since it is recursively unsolvable.
In particular using only équations as axioms it is impossible to specify sufficiently complete abstract types including models containing partial recursive functions with non-recursive domains. Therefore such types cannot have terminal nor initial models {cf. Broy, Wirsing [9] ).
To cope with these problems we have to extend the notion and theory of abstract data types. Abstract data types consist of sorts and function symbols -called signature -^nd of équations. The function symbols generate an algebra of terms, called term algebra. On this term algebra the équations induce congruence relations which may be described by homomorphisms. The homomorphisms induce a lattice structure, a complete partial ordering or at least a partial ordering on the classes of isomorphic structures.
There were numerous efforts to extend the abstract type approach to describe types with models containing functions with nonrecursive domains {cf. Wand [32] , "rational théories" in ADJ [31] and "algebraic semantics" in Courcelle, Nivat [16] ).
These approaches study either least fixed points by assuming continuous interprétations (which is equivalent to the implicit introduction of existential quantifiers) or they consider infinité terms or nonstandard objects (thus extending the carrier set of data which may cause difficulties with structural induction).
In place of that we propose two other extensions of the basic theory: -an "algebraic" one using partial algebras and homomorphisms for partial algebras instead of total ones; -a "logical" one using explicitly existential quantifiers in the axioms {cf Broy et al. [7] ).
In section 2.1 we give the basic notions for the theory of partial algebras. In section 2.2 we discuss partial abstract types, that are classes of partial algebras, and prove characterization and existence theorems for initial and weakly terminal algebras of partial abstract types.
As an important application we define an abstract type MAP in section 3.1. The type MAP describes a functional programming language including an évaluation operator for functional programs, i. e. applications of partial recursive functions.
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MAP is not and cannot be sufficiently complete but it is "weakly" sufficiently complete.
The weakly terminal models of MAP accord to least fixed point semantics with the mathematical equality between the functionals. Each model of type MAP can be viewed as a particular semantics of the functional programming language. Two semantic models S t and S 2 of MAP can be defined to be extensionally equivalent, if there is a model M of type MAP, such that there are (strong) homomorphisms from both 5i and S 2 to M. Consequently for a programming language ail semantic models are extensionally equivalent, if and only if there exists a strongly terminal model for the corresponding type.
If we consider the class C M of all models being extensionally equivalent to a given model M, then for every model A in C M the interprétation of a functional ƒ in A yields the sariie fixed point of ƒ as the interprétation of ƒ in M. C M forms a lattice (cf. Wirsing, Broy [34] ). In particular, for every initial model I the class Ci contains ail models which describe least fixed point semantics.
With the help of existential quantifiers we can restrict the type MAP to a type MAF' such that Q represents the class of finitely generated models of MAF'. On the other hand, by introducing a spécifie approximation function for recursively defined objects of sort map we can restrict MAP to a type MAP* such that the weakly terminal models Z* of MAP* correspond directly to a notion of operational équivalence while the weakly terminal models Z of MAP correspond to mathematical (functional) équivalence. This leads to a proper formai définition of the different notions of équivalence of recursively defined functions.
BASIC DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS
Partial I-Algebras
We give briefly the basic notions concerning partial heterogeneous algebras and their connection to abstract data types:
A [15] ).
Due to the strong interprétation of " = ", t\~t 2 is always defined and the axioms and rules of inference for classical first order logic (see e. g. Chang, Keisler [15] ) as well as a structural induction (cf. Guttag [20] ) can be generalized to types (cf Wirsing, et ai [33] ). Because of our approach of partial algebras ail functions ƒ : s x x ... x s n -> s n + i are strict: For ail terms t u . . ., t n of sort s u ..., s n the following axiom holds:
..,n. Moreover the following "undefined element axiom" holds:
Classes of L-structures and Abstract Types
An abstract type T=(Z, E) consists of a signature E and a (countable) set E of sentences, called axioms. A subtype (S', E') with £'<=£, E'<=E may be designated as primitive. Then T=(X, E, (E', £')) is called a hierarchical type, cf. Wirsing et ai [33] . This définition can easily be generalized to several primitive subtypes P u ...,P n and to hierarchical subtypes. For simplicity, however, we consider in the following only types (S, E, P) with a nonhierarchical primitive subtype P = (L', E')\ ail défini-tions and properties carry easily over in the gênerai case {cf. also Wirsing et al [33] ).
Moreover, we assume in the following that E' contains the sort bool of truth-values and the constants true, false of sort bool.
Let T=(S, £, P) with P = (L', E') be a hierarchical type. A term te W r (x u -• -, x«) is called primitive. If T is hierarchical and P is the primitive type of T, then a S-algebra A is called (fg-model) of type T, if A is finitely generated, A h G for ail G e E and the restriction of A to the carrier sets of P satisfies true # false and is a fgmodel of P; i. e. these carrier sets must be finitely generable by primitive functions only.
The class of all 7g-models of a type T is denoted by Gen T . If E = Ç) we write Geriz for Gen (S , ç>>. We say that a sentence G is fg-valid in T (T¥ G) if for all A e Gen T : A f = G. T is fg-satisfiable if Gen r ^ Ç) and T is called monomorphic if all éléments of Gen T are isomorphic.
We call a formula G provable in T (Th G) if G can be deduced from the axioms of T and from the logical axioms and rules including induction. The provability implies ^g-validity. But the completeness theorem of first-order logic does not hold for all types. If we consider, for instance, a type NAT of natural numbers (cf ADJ [18] ) with addition and multiplication then due to the restriction to finitely generated models GödePs incompleteness theorem applies to NAT i. e. there exists a sentence Vnatx : G such that:
-for all natural numbers n G [n/x] is provable; -Vnatx : G is fg~valid, but not provable.
Let C be a class of S-structures. A S-structure A of C is called strongly terminal in C, iff for all E-structures B of type T there is a strong homomorphism <p :
A is called initial (strongly initial resp.) in C if for all BeC there exists a unique total (strong resp.) Z-homomorphism cp : A -> B.
In fixed point theory the semantics of a recursive définition is determined by the least fixed point fulfilling the recursive équation. According to this one class of models is of particular interest: For a class C of 2-algebras the class Mdef (C) of minimally defined models is given by:
A Z-algebra Z in a class C of X-algebras is called weakly terminal in C if it is strongly terminal in Mdef (C).
An algebra ^4eGen r is called initial in Tif it is initial in Gen r , and weakly terminal if it is strongly terminal in Mdef (Gen r ).
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Analogously A is called strongly initial and strongly terminal resp. if it is so in Gen r . Initial and weakly terminal algebras can be characterized as follows:
(1) A is minimally defined, i. e. for ail teW z : A¥ D{t)oT\r D (t) and (2) for ail t, t'eWz of the same sort: Proof: For axioms without existential quantifiers apply corollaries 1 and 4 of Broy, Wirsing [11] . The case of axioms with existential quantifiers reduces to the one without existential quantifiers since the uniformity implies that every axiom containing existential quantifiers can be replaced by (infinitely many) axioms without existential quantifiers.
•
APPLICATIONS
A programming language can be described by an abstract type in the following way:
-The context-free syntax corresponds to the term algebra of the type's signature. The sorts dénote the syntactic entities.
-The context-conditions correspond to particular definedness predicates specifying that certain terms are not defined.
-The semantics of the language is given by the equational axioms.
In the following we design a simple functional programming language as a hierarchical type. Starting with a basic "primitive" data type (including bool, nat, etc.) we define a type MAP containing (besides the sorts of the basic type) a sort map (ping) the terms of which represent the programs of a functional programming language {cf. Backus [1] ).
The type MAP
As primitive sorts for the data type MAP we use a sort data and a sort id of identifiers (for functions). For simplicity we assume that data comprises the sort bool of the truth-values "true" and "false". In analogy to the classical theory of recursive functions {cf. Shoenfield [30] ), we define recursive functions relatively to a given family {fi}i e i of primitive functions on data. For simplicity we assume, that the sorts id and data and the functions {fi}t e i are specified by some monomorphic types ID and DATA, i. e. by types having only isomorphic models.
The terms (objects) of sort map are functions constructed from the primitive functions {f t }, e t , selector functions Sj, and the functionals fcond for conditionals, comp for functional composition and def for the recursive définition of functions. As in Backus [1] The function sub is used as an auxiliary (hidden) function, where sub(î, ƒ g) replaces all f ree occurrences of i in f by g. The équations (S) for sub are the usual ones known from the substitution opération in the X-calculus.
The function occurs is used as a "syntactic" auxiliary (hidden) function for formulating the axioms of local renaming (a-reduction). (def (Ï, g), d u • • -, dj = apply (sub (i, g, def (i, g)), d u • -., 4,),   (A5) apply (/>, d u •.., d n ) = true =>apply(fcond(/?, g, h), d u ...,   (A5a) apply (/?, d u • --, d") = false=>apply(fcond(/>, g, fi) , di, ..., (A5c) apply (p, d u ..., d")#true A apply(/?, d (comp(g 0) ..., gj, The function occurs is specified sufficiently completely. Every term occurs(i, x) can be reduced either to true or to false, i. e. occurs is a total function in every structure of type MAP.
The équation t = error is an abbreviation for ~| D (t) and indicates, that the interprétation of the term t is undefined in every model. For the sake of simplicity we omit subscripts in the function (scheme) s comp and apply (giving the number of parameters) and give the respective conditions for well-formedness (thé" context conditions) only verbally.
Based on a suitable abstract type for natural numbers the factorial function can be specified as follows:
def(fac, fcond(eqO', 1', comp(*', s u comp(fid(fac), -1')))) where eqO dénotes the test for zero and -1 the predecessor opération. Of course such a tupling operator with:
n ) could well be specified if the range of the apply opération is extended to séquences ("&" dénotes the concaténation of séquences). The resp. axioms for occurs, sub and fcond are obvious. We tried to avoid to do so because we did not wan£ to introducé any additional structure on the domains and ranges.
In fact the tupling-operator is implicitly contained in our particular composition operator, which actually is a spécifie combination of the composition operator "." (for binary functions) and the tupling operator: As can be seen immediately, using the axioms (S), every term t of sort map containing the substitution operator sub can be reduced to a term not containing sub. The function sub is only used as an auxiliary function for defining the axioms for the function apply.
Due to the strietness of the opérations each term t of sort map must be defined in ail models (which follows from the définition of occurs, since occurs is total). Furthermore, for ail terms t of sort map the term apply (t, d x , . . ., d n ) can be reduced by the rules in (A) and (S) resp. But not every réduction yields a unique or defined resuit. 
Partial initial and weakly terminal models of the type MAP
Now we give two particular models for the type MAP. A term-model I and a model Z based on functional abstraction.
The model ƒ is defined by a quotient structure on the term algebra W M AP, where = j is defined for the terms of sort map by tl = / tl iff Fl = tl where Fl and F2 originate from tl and tl resp. by eliminating ail occurrences of the function subst and by local renaming of all identifiers such that the local identifiers in fl and F2 appear in some fixed linear order, i. e. MAP> tl = tl, According to this définition ail functions with range map f are simple term-constructor functions apart from the function sub J , which can always be eliminated. The values of the function occurs 7 are uniquely determined, since occurs is defined sufficiently complete.
So it remains to define the function apply 7 apply^/ 1 , xi, . .., x B ) f / if 3^eP^DATA : MAPN apply(/ s xi, . . ., x n )=y \ undefined otherwise
As is well-known from >--calculus fully abstract (cf, Milner [25] ) models are much harder to define. To avoid the technical details for the introduction of environment used to cope with terms ƒ of sort map for which some object i of sort id the predicate occurs (i, ƒ) yields true we restrict ourselves to give a semantic représentation for "closed" objects of sort map, i. e f for objects ƒ such that Vidï : occurs (i, /)=false. In this case an object ƒ of sort map can be représentée by a family of functions (data 2 )* -• data z , i. e. f z = {Xx u .. -, x n : apply 7 (ƒ', xi, ..., x n )} neJv .
With this définition the application of such a semantic object f z to n arguments of sort data z is simply defined by applying the n-ary function form the family f z to the arguments. where t and t' do not contain any nonprimitive function symboi with range in a primitive sort. Terms on the left-hand side of (ii) satisfy trivially the weak sufficient completeness whereas for terms on the left-hand side of (i) we can apply corollary 2 of Broy, Wirsing [11] . The sufficient completeness of occurs together with the weak sufficient completeness of apply yield the weak sufficient completeness of MAP. • Zhapply(/, xi, ..., x n ) = apply(g, x u •. -, *")• Hence according to proposition 2 (b) the congruence of Z is coarser than the one of the weakly terminal models. Hence since Z as well as the weakly terminal models are minimally defined there exists a strong homomorphism from every weakly terminal model onto Z. Then the définition of weak terminality implies that this homomorphism is an isomorphism. Therefore Z is weakly terminal. •
Comparing the models of MAP
In the following let us fix two single models ID and D of ID and DATA (as subalgebras) for ail models of MAP. This is possible since ID and DATA are assumed to be monomorphic.
Then we can introducé the following quasi-ordering Ç for two models A and B of type MAP:
AQB (A is extensionally weaker than B) if for ail ground terms t of primitive sort:
This quasi-ordering induces an équivalence relation ~ :
A~B (A extensionally equivalent to B) if
AQB
and BQA By C A we dénote the class of ail models B of MAP with B~A. Proof: Obvious.
• On the level of terms the quasi-ordering Ç corresponds to the 'iess defined"-ordering in Manna [23] :
Let ƒ and g be two ground terms of sort map.
For closed objects ƒ and g of sort map this is equivalent to:
Defining / x ^g B by f A C ^ A g B \Z f A , we can analyse the classes C A '. PROPOSITION 5: ( • Therefore the equality for terms of sort map in I A is decidable (provided the equality between identifiers is decidable), whereas the one in Z A is not even recursively enumerable. Due to the termination problem for "apply" no model of MAP will be computabie in the sense of Bergstra, Tucker [4] . The strongly terminal ^g-models of every C A provide a fully abstract semantics for MAP in the sense of Milner [25] .
The réduction: def (f, £) = sub(i, g, def (i, g)) 9 holds in the strongly terminal algebras of C A but not in the strongly initial ones. To compare the classes C A of extensional équivalence we define:
C Proof: Analogously to the proof of lemma 1 and theorem 2 one can prove the assumptions of theorem 7 in Broy, Pair, Wirsing [13] . Thus the classes of extensional équivalence form a semilattice. To get an optimal element we have only to take the greatest lower bound of all maximal éléments.
Fixed points and functionals
In analogy to the theory of recursive f unctions a functional is an element of ) of sort map where x dénotes a variable of sort map. The theorems give us a good impression of the structure of the category of models of type MAP. This structure may be illustrated by the following figure: weakly terminal models strong homomorphisms ^V classes C of extensionally total homomorphisms equivalent models
Call-by-value, call-by-name
Ail models A of type MAP correspond to call-by-value semantics, since our functions (especially the selector functions) are assumed to be strict (cf. de Bakker [3] , de Roever [28] ).
Provability and computability: operational semantics
So far we have payed much attention to the extensional équivalence. In the category C M the extensional équivalence corresponds to the equality of the strongly terminal fg-modds in C M . Now we want to discuss the other fgmodels in C M . To do this we restrict ourselves to C z , where Z is a weakly terminal fg-mode\ of type MAP. For every fg-modd A in C z and every closed ground term t of sort map a term apply(£, d u ..., d") is defined if and only if there is a primitive term r of sort data such that appry(r, d u • -., d n ) = r is vol. 17, n° 2, 1983 provable in type MAP. Thus we may equate computability with provability. For every term.
(*) apply (£, d l9 .. ., d n ) with primitive terms d l9 • •-, d n with a ground t of sort map in which an application of sub does not occur only one nonprimitive axiom is applicable. If sub occurs in t, the laws (S) always allow to transform t uniquely (modulo renaming) in an equivalent term t' such that t = t'is provable, where sub does not occur in t'. If we assume left-to-right évaluation of apply in the axiom (A6) concerning the function "comp", then for every term (*) a déduction séquence is uniquely determined. If the generated séquence is infinité, then (*) is not defined in ail models of C z .
C z corresponds to least fixed point semantics. The strongly terminal fgmodels of C z specify the mathematical equality between two (relatively) partial recursive functions whereas the strongly initial models I z of C z correspond to the syntactic equality (cf. the first lemma and the theorem of the last section II. 2), i. e. two programs ƒ g of sort map are equal in I z iff they have the same Gödel-Number (cf. Rogers [29] ). Considering the termination problem for apply we see that every fg-modd in C z is cosemicomputable (cf. Bergstra, Tucker [4] ).
In the strongly initial fg-modoi I in C z the equality of two objects of map corresponds exactly to operational équivalence, if we consider only terms t where no free identifiers occur, i. e. V idt : ~1 occurs (i, t) holds (programs with free identifiers are excluded generally by context conditions in the formai définition of programming languages).
Using axioms with existential quantifiers one can specify a type MAF' thê g-models of which belong to C z . We enrich type MAP by two further functions: funct map Q, 
The introduction of approx allows to distinguish extensionally equivalent functions, if they are not "operationally equivalent". Moreover approx defines approximations for "recursively defined" objects of sort map; i. e. we have:
vol. 17, n° 2, 1983 Moreover for each term t of sort map the values of: apply(approx(£, n), d u •-, d tt ) are uniquely determined (independently from the particular model of MAP), In the type MAF' which is generated by enriching MAP by the function approx we again have weakly terminal ^g-models, which now characterize some notion of "operational équivalence".
CONCLUDING REMARKS
If the meaning of programming ianguages is to be specified by algebraic théories using first order équations, the fixed point properties can be expressed quite straight forward (cf also [32] ). However, generally it is impossible to specify in first order, that a function has to be the least (defined) fixed point of a functional, since this is a second order property. If the concept of initiality, which is a second order characterization, is extended appropriately, however, by considering partial homomorphisms, then it also captures the notion of least definedness and thus of least fixed points.
For abstract types specifying programming Ianguages by first order conditional équations such initial models can never be fully abstract in the sensé of Milner [25] : the extensional equality of recursive functions cannot be expressed. However, fully abstract models, that give the "real" mathematical meaning, can be found by taking the terminal algebra in the class of models that are extensionally equivalent to the initial model.
Apart from being interested to find "the" meaning of a programming language, it is also appealing to consider the class of ail models of it as specified by some algebraic théories. If the fixed point properties of the resp. programs are expressed properly, the class of models has a similar structure as the class of fixed points of some function. However, in addition each class of extensionally equivalent models (corresponding to particular fixed points) can be further structured by considering various congruence relations on the terms representing the functions.
Note, that we did not introducé any explicit notion of monotonicity or continuity for defining the semantics of our language. This is possible because partial functions and thus partial homomorphisms are monotonie if naturally extended to flat domains (cf [23] ).
The algebraic approach to language semantics is not restricted to applicative Ianguages, i. e. recursive functions, but can also be applied for procédural A FUNCTIONAL PROGRAMMING LANGU AGE 159 languages to define the semantics of program variables and assignments (cf. Pepper [27] , Broy, Wirsing [8] ), procedures (cf. Gaudel [17] , Pair [26] ), parallelism (cf. Broy [6] , Broy, Wirsing [12] ), or nondeterminism (cf. Broy, Wirsing [10] ).
Different notions of équivalences of programs ranging from mathematical ("functional" or "extensional") équivalence to algorithmic (cf. Broy [6] ) and to operational (computational) équivalence and at last to syntactic equality can contribute to the better understanding of the concepts of programming languages (cf. Broy et al [14] ).
Algebraic définitions of programming languages of the kind of type MAP may be viewed as restricting the class of possible semantic models of some programming language by spécifie axiomatic rules. If these axioms are weakly sufficiently complete and a weakly terminal fg-moâcl exists, then such an algebraic définition can even be considered as a complete semantic définition by taking the weakly terminal fg-modéi as "mathematical semantics". Further complementary semantic définitions then can be verified to be consistent with the algebraic définition by showing their "extensional équivalence" to the partially initial fg-modsl.
